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GRAMMAR REVISION TEST 10 

1. When the first Europeans ......... in North America, they ......... that the only domesticated 
animal among the Native Americans was the dog. 

A) arrived/found 
B) were arriving/had found 
C) have arrived/would find 
D) arrive/were finding  
E) had arrived/find 

2. Fortunately, no one ....... when a bomb ....... in Karaköy the other night. 

A) killed/was exploding 
B) was killed/exploded 
C) had been killed/has exploded 
D) is killed/is exploding 
E) has killed/had exploded  

3. Since the bridges across the Bosphorus ..........., people ........ on the Asian side of Istanbul in 
large numbers. 

A) were being built/have settled 
B) have been built/were settling 
C) were built/have been settling 
D) had built/had been settling  
E) built/will have settled 

4. No one............ the strange man who ....... for you yesterday around here before. 

A) would see/has asked 
B) had seen/was asking 
C) saw/was asked 
D) has seen/has been asked  
E) will have seen/asked 

5. I ........ her right away, though I........ her for years. 

A) would recognise/wasn't seen 
B) have recognised/didn't see 
C) had recognised/won't have seen 
D) recognised/hadn't seen 
E) recognise/haven't been seen 

6. It was an emotional reunion, and I....... the way she ....... at me with tears of regret in her 
eyes. 

A) will never forget/looked 
B) have never forgotten/will look 
C) never forget/has looked 
D) had never forgotten/is looking  
E) never forgot/will be looking 
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7. All of us ....... forward to our day off next week, and we hope it ......then. 

A) arc looking/isn't raining 
B) were looking/didn't rain 
C) have looked/wasn't raining 
D) looked/won't be raining 
E) have been looking/doesn't rain 

8. Due to inflation, the pound note ......... by a coin in England years ago, but the more 
traditional Americans still ......... the dollar bill even though it is worth less. 

A) would replace/were using 
B) has been replaced/have used 
C) was replacing/used 
D) replaced/have been using 
E) was replaced/use  

9. Few people .......... when the boxer Muhammad Ali ......... as sportsman of the century. 

A) have surprised/is chosen 
B) were surprising/was choosing 
C) have been surprised/had been chosen 
D) were surprised/was chosen  
E) surprised/was being chosen 

10. I hope I ....... by the time I ....... my granddad's age, who still works at age sixty. 

A) am re tiring/reached 
B) have been retired/will reach 
C) will have retired/reach 
D) was retired/was reaching  
E) was retiring/have reached  

11. I never really understood the term "post-modernism" until I ......... someone say that he 
couldn't plan his adventure trek in the Himalayas because his computer screen .......... . 

A) have heard/didn't function 
B) heard/wasn't functioning 
C) hear/hadn't been functioning 
D) had heard/hasn't functioned  
E) would hear/wouldn't function 

12. These days more and more people ....... more low-fat foods because they ........ to be healthier. 

A) are eating/want 
B) eat/have wanted 
C) have eaten/wanted 
D) ate/had wanted 
E) had eaten/would want 
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13. The building work on the new shopping centre ...... and it ......... next week by a group of 
celebrities. 

A) has been completed/will be opened 
B) is going to complete/is opening 
C) is being completed/will have opened 
D) has completed/is being opened  
E) was completed/has been opened 

14. Hopefully by the end of my computer course, I ........ enough to be able to survive in today's 
world of high technology. 

A) am learning  B) have learnt  
C) have been learning  D) will have learnt  

E) learnt 

15. Children who ......... too many sweets and too much chocolate ..........with tooth decay. 

A) have eaten/had troubled 
B) were eating/can trouble 
C) had eaten/are troubled 
D) are eating/have troubled  
E) eat/may be troubled 

16. They have no children ......... having been married for seventeen years. 

A) thus  B) yet 
C) despite  D) because 

E) though 

17. Having taken a degree in Arabic, he moved to Yemen ....... live among people by whom the 
language was spoken. 

A) in order to  B) however  
C) so that D) due to 

E) therefore 

18. The spring weather has been unusually bad this year; ........ forecasters are warning that 
there is plenty more inclement weather in store. 

A) thus  B) furthermore  
C) therefore                         D) rather                           

E) nevertheless 

19. The kidnappers have warned that the boy will not be released ....... his family comes up with 
a hundred thousand dollars. 

A) if  B) unless  
C) since D) because 

E) despite 
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20. I like to eat Indian food ........ I am in England because it is the best and cheapest food there. 

A) until  B) in case 
C) whereas  D) besides 

E) whenever                           

21. A lot of young people in England take a year or two off to travel or to work ........ they begin 
university. 

A) whereas  B) by the time  
C) before  D) in case 

E) since 

22. ....... going to the seashore during my summer holiday as usual this year, I thought I would 
stay in London and do volunteer work at a shelter for the homeless. 

A) Owing to  B) Even though  
C) As if       D) Instead of 

E) However 

23. These days it seems that ......... how hard you work, it is difficult to make ends meet at the 
end of the month. 

A) as well as  B) no matter  
C) while                               D) besides  

E) even though 

24. You had better be punctual for a change, ........ we are going to leave without you. 

A) in case  B) rather than  
C) or else  D) only if 

E) moreover 

25. ....... the rest of the Socialist world, Cuba has made few moves towards opening its economy 
to capitalist influences. 

A) In contrast to  B) In order that  
C) So long as                       D) As a result of  

E) Rather than 

26. After working in a factory all day and writing at n ight for years, he has just received a huge 
advance on his first novel; ........ he has decided to give up his work in the factory. 

A) nevertheless  B) otherwise  
C) until                                D) instead  

E) consequently 

27. I have so much homework that ......... I finish it all, it will be too late to go out tonight, so I 
may as well not make any plans. 

A) as soon as  B) in order that  
C) until  D) by the time 

E) as though 
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28. ....... the recent terrorist attacks and kidnappings in remote areas of Yemen, tourism is 
suffering from a slump. 

A) While  B) In order to  
C) However D) Owing to 

E) So that 

29. We are headed for an environmental disaster ........ something is done about the sewage 
being pumped into the harbour. 

A) unless  B) even  
C) only if                              D) therefore  

E) as well as 

30. A water shortage is being predicted for the summer ...... the heavy rains we had over the 
winter. 

A) until  B) despite  
C) while D) since 

E) whenever 

31. In the 19th century, people ......... as long on average as they do now. 

A) wouldn't have lived       B) haven't been living  
C) cannot live  D) didn't use to live  

E) didn't have to live 

32. Seeing as it's so damp, I now realise that I......... into this flat, but I'm determined to find 
another one as soon as possible. 

A) must not have moved 
B) wouldn't be moving 
C) can't have moved 
D) won't be moving 
E) shouldn't have moved 

33. I ......... a rich man today if I had listened to my brother's advice and invested in a big 
computer software company. 

A) will have been B) could have been  
C) used to be       D) have to be  

E) must have been 

34. The trouble with investing in the stock market is that if you are unlucky, you ....... 
everything. 

A) might lose  B) should have lost  
C) must lose                       D) ought to lose  

E) used to lose 
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35. The Japanese are lucky because they ......... a visa to visit Turkey, whereas Americans must 
pay $45 for their visas. 

A) needn't get  B) must not have got  
C) aren't able to get D) may not get  

E) can't get 

36. I'm sure most people in the impoverished nations of Africa and Asia ......... in the wealthy 
societies of the West. 

A) had better live  B) have to live  
C) would rather live           D) used to live  

E) are able to live 

37. Some scholars think that Shakespeare's plays ...... by someone else because there is so little 
known about him. 

A) should have written 
B) might have been written 
C) ought to be written 
D) are supposed to write  
E) used to write 

38. Most historians feel that the Crusaders ............... Jerusalem if the Muslims hadn't been so 
disunited. 

A) ought not to have conquered 
B) couldn't have conquered 
C) can't have conquered 
D) must not have conquered  
E) may not have conquered 

39. I really ....... a gym because I haven't been getting enough exercise lately. 

A) must have joined  B) have joined  
C) used to join                    D) could join  

E) ought to join 

40. The workers .......... the idea of going on a strike when they failed to get the support of all the 
employees. 

A) will be giving up  B) ought to give up                                                     
C) might be giving up        D) had to give up  

E) used to give up 

41. You ....... late for the concert if you ....... when I told you to. 

A) aren't/will have left      
B) won't be/left 
C) weren't/would be leaving 
D) haven't been/are leaving  
E) wouldn't have been/had left 
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42. Don't you ever wish you .......... a more active job because this one is so sedentary? 

A) have B) were having  
C) had D) had had 

E) are having 

43. I wish you ...... a bit slower; I'm scared to death. 

A) drive  B) are driving  
C) would drive                    D) have driven  

E) will be driving 

44. If they ....... the enemy position, they ....... by now. 

A) would take/will be radioed 
B) were taking/are radioing 
C) take/will have radioed 
D) will have taken/radioed 
E) had taken/would have radioed 

45. I'll bet he wishes he ........ French at school instead of German now that he has been 
transferred to Marseilles. 

A) was studying  B) had studied  
C) is studying                      D) would study  

E) could study 

46. Auntie Victoria insisted that she ......... on that voyage unless the captain ......... to her that he 
had the proper qualifications. 

A) wasn't going/has proved 
B) won't go/proved 
C) hadn't gone/might prove 
D) wouldn't go/could prove  
E) couldn't go/proves 

47. Had the building contractors obeyed all the laws concerning construction materials, 
thousands of lives ........ in the Marmara Earthquake. 

A) have been saved 
B) ought to have saved 
C) would have been saved 
D) are going to be saved  
E) may have saved 

48. If it ....... this weekend, we .......... up to the Black Sea. 

A) doesn't rain/will drive 
B) won't rain/drive 
C) wouldn't rain/have driven 
D) hadn't rained/drove  
E) didn't rain/were driving 
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49. I wish I ........ a new computer just before all the technology changed and it became obsolete! 

A) don't buy  B) hadn't bought  
C) haven't bought                D) didn't buy  

E) wasn't buying 

50. If you ....... so hard all the time, you ....... so much from stress. 

A) don't work/aren't suffering  
B) haven't worked/won't suffer 
C) didn't work/wouldn't suffer 
D) won't work/didn’t suffer 
E) aren't working/hadn't suffered 

51. Linguists have often speculated as to ....... Turkish and Japanese have so many similar words 
and grammatical structures. 

A) why  B) where  
C) what  D) whose 

E) which 

52. London, ....... population is composed of people from almost everywhere, is one of the most 
cosmopolitan cities in the world. 

A) whose  B) which  
C) when D) where 

E) whom 

53. For many .......... take an interest in their ancestry, the goal is simply to satisfy curiosity. 

A) which  B) whom  
C) whose D) who 

E) when 

54. I was mugged and robbed on my way home from work last year, .......... is the reason I try 
never to be on foot after dark any more. 

A) why  B) where  
C) when D) that 

E) which 

55. The man ......... is now President of Russia was once head of the KGB. 

A) when  B) what  
C) who D) whom 

E) whose 

56. Meerschaum, ....... is used for making high quality pipes, is mined near Eskişehir in western 
Turkey. 

A) how  B) why  
C) that D) which  

E) where 
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57. Bangladesh and Somalia are countries ....... there is virtually no tourist industry. 

A) which  B) that  
C) why  D) whose 

E) where 

58. There is so much nuclear waste in the world now that no one knows .......... to get rid of it. 

A) what  B) why  
C) which D) whose 

E) how 

59. Damian Hirst, probably the most controversial artist in England today, exhibits things like 
dead sheep preserved in alcohol, ....... many people find disgusting and pointless. 

A) whose  B) whom  
C) how D) which 

E) where 

60. Unfortunately, many youths have no idea...... awaits them after they graduate from 
university. 

A) what  B) when  
C) where  D) which 

E) that 

61. Because of the high rate of traffic accidents, the government lowered the speed limit ........ 
people ........ so fast. 

A) discouraging/to drive 
B) to discourage/from driving 
C) to have discouraged/drive        
D) having discouraged/driving  
E) discouraged/about driving 

62. Having been made .......... at the office until late ......... the project, the employees were all 
discontent as well as exhausted. 

A) stay/to have completed 
B) to stay/to complete 
C) having stayed/completing 
D) staying/completed 
E) stayed/having completed 

63. The other side still refused ........even after the US threatened .......the bombing. 

A) negotiating/to be intensifying  
B) negotiate/intensifying  
C) having negotiated/intensify  
D) negotiating/having intensified  
E) to negotiate/to intensify 
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64. Location and convenience of public transport are two of the most important things for you 
........ when ........ a house. 

A) to be considered/to buy 
B) to considering/having bought 
C) to consider/buying 
D) considered/to be buying  
E) considering/to have bought 

65. The garden will need ....... care of while we are away, so we must find someone ....... us out. 

A) to take/to be helping 
B) having taken/for helping 
C) taking/having helped 
D) to be taken/to help  
E) being taken/help 

66. The ancient Cretan civilisation is thought ...... by a huge volcanic eruption in the 17th 
century BC. 

A) to be destroyed 
B) to have been destroyed 
C) to have destroyed 
D) having been destroyed  
E) having been destroying 

67. The stock market crash came unexpectedly, .......... us with no option but............. our losses. 

A) leaving/to cut  B) having left/cut  
C) to leave/having cut       D) to be left/cutting  

E) leave/to be cut 

68. Many countries now feel that the best way ......... themselves from ......... is by obtaining 
nuclear weapons. 

A) of protecting/attacking 
B) to be protected/to attack 
C) to protect/being attacked 
D) protect/to be attacked 
E) protecting/having attacked 

69. ...... poorly at school, he did not appear talented enough ..... university. 

A) Doing/to be entered      B) Having done/to enter  
C) To be doing/enter          D) To do/having entered  

E) To have done/entering 

70. Lucy claims ......... her necklaces herself, but I've never actually seen her ......... one. 

A) designing/to make 
B) to be designed/make 
C) to have designed/being made 
D) having designed/made  
E) to design/making 
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71. I've been trying to get Lucy ......... a necklace for me, but she constantly avoids ........ me a 
direct answer. 

A) made/having given       B) make/to be giving  
C) having made/given        D) to make/giving  

E) making/to give 

72. The British Museum is one of the most popular places ........ in London. 

A) to visit  B) being visited  
C) visit                                D) visiting  

E) having visited 

73. In spite of never ........., some people get lung cancer through passive smoking. 

A) having smoked  B) to smoke  
C) have been smoking       D) smoke  

E) to be smoking 

74. Would you mind not .......... those flowers?  They are quite rare, you know. 

A) picked  B) picking  
C) to pick                            D) having picked  

E) have picked 

75. I cannot think of any way ....... time while ....... for my big interview. 

A) kill/to be waiting 
B) killing/having waited 
C) to have killed/wait 
D) having killed/to wait  
E) to kill/waiting 

76. There is now ......... traffic ........ Istanbul's road system to cope with; that is why there are so 
many traffic jams. 

A) the most/of  B) more/than  
C) too much/for                    D) so much/that  

E) such a lot of/as 

77. I've done ....... work in the office today ....... I think I deserve a rest. 

A) as much/as  B) a lot of/than  
C) more/than                     D) so much/that  

E) enough/for 

78. The black mamba is among ........ of the world's snakes. 

A) so deadly  B) the deadliest  
C) deadlier                          D) such deadly  

E) deadly enough 
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79. Most British people liked Tony Blair at the time he was elected, but he has turned out to be 
so arrogant and authoritarian that ........ he is in office, ......... popular he becomes. 

A) long enough/too  B) too long/so  
C) so long/as                   D) the longer/the less  

E) the longest/the least 

80. Although Turkey is becoming established as a holiday destination, it is still not ....... well-
known ....... countries with a longer history of tourism like Greece or Italy. 

A) so/that B) more/than  
C) the most/than D) as/as 

E) such a/as 

81. Scientists believe that some regions of space exert ......... powerful gravity ........ they act like 
gigantic vacuum cleaners, sucking in any matter that comes too close. 

A) so/as B) too/that  
C) more/than D) the most/of 

E) such/that 

82. Our politicians claim to have made considerable improvement in the area of Human Rights, 
but apparently, this improvement is not........ to persuade the representatives of the EU. 

A) such  B) so that  
C) enough                           D) the most  

E) more than 

83. ....... of the Earth's surface is covered by water ....... is covered by land. 

A) Far more/than  B) So much/that  
C) As many/as                   D) The most/as  

E) Such a lot/that 

84. Although concerts are held in older outdoor arenas, Aya Eirene is probably ........ building 
inside of which concerts can be held. 

A) old enough  B) the oldest  
C) older than                        D) so old that  

E) as old as 

85. Everyone was shocked when Maria married a man who was ...... to be her grandfather. 

A) such an old  B) so old that  
C) older than                       D) old enough  

E) the oldest 

86. After three days lost in the desert, we only had ....... water and ..........dates left. 

A) some/any  B) any/much  
C) a little/a few                   D) much/a little  

E) several/plenty 
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87. We always buy pickles and olives at ....... same shop because if we go to ....... one, we cannot 
be sure of the quality. 

A) the other/any  B) the/another  
C) some/the others            D) a/other  

E) another/the 

88. We haven't been ....... interesting in months, but we want to go ........where we won't run into 
hoards of tourists. 

A) everywhere/everything 
B) nothing/nowhere 
C) nowhere/anywhere 
D) something/anything  
E) anywhere/somewhere 

89. Student:    Does the "Big Bang" theory mean that the universe will continue expanding 
forever? 
Professor: Well, some astronomers believe that it will begin contracting again in a few billion 

years, ........ . 

A) and so does it  B) and nor will I  
C) and so do I                      D) and it doesn't either  

E) and neither will it 

90. ........ parent seems to know how to discipline a child, so as a result, ....... of their children 
have become spoilt. 

A) Every/both  B) Neither/all  
C) No/any                             D) Few/none  

E) Either/each 

91. I had to spend ........ my holiday painting the walls of our apartment because there was no 
....... time to do it. 

A) all/other  B) much/another  
C) each/the other              D) some/others  

E) whole/some other 

92. India is the cheapest country among all that we have visited, ........? 

A) haven't we  B) hasn't it  
C) is it  D) have we 

E) isn't it 

93. She was very lonely and bored at university because she had .......... friends, and so she went 
almost ....... . 

A) any/anywhere  B) no/nowhere  
C) none/everywhere          D) some/somewhere  

E) a few/anywhere 
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94. ....... aspects of a foreign language can be easily understood, while ........take hard work and 
determination to master. 

A) None/some  B) Much/many  
C) Plenty/the others           D) Some/others  

E) All/the other 

95. Wallace:   I've heard that your sister is planning to work overseas next year.  
Jane:        That's right, and ........, although our mother is not very happy about our both 

planning to be away at the same time. 

A) so am I  B) I have too  
C) I won't either                 D) nor have I  

E) neither am I 

96. There is no reason why I should stay late tonight, ........? 

A) should I  B) is there  
C) isn't there D) shouldn't it  

E) aren't I 

97. George has become very arrogant since he got ......... book published and shows off to 
everyone around ........ . 

A) him/himself  B) itself/them  
C) its/itself                         D) himself/it  

E) his/him 

98. You both should be ashamed of -.........; what you did at the party was absolutely disgusting. 

A) yourselves  B) yours  
C) your own D) you 

E) your 

99. It was you who told me that Ricky Martin is coming to Turkey,.............? 

A) didn't you  B) isn't he  
C) wasn't it D) did you 

E) was it 

100. I never worried about money when I was a student even though I never had .......... . 

A) some  B) no  
C) none D) any 

E) many 
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